Subject: To the attention of [vacancy title]
Date: [day month year]


Dear [name of recipient],

Through this letter, I would like to express my interest in the position [job title] and introduce myself briefly.

During my search for an internship, I came across [job title] on the vacancy of [advertiser] at [company name], and didn't hesitate for a second to respond. I am currently in the [phase] of the [name study] at [educational institution]. In order to grow further within this field, I am looking for an internship that matches the field of study [name of specialization].

During my studies I have carried out several [projects/courses] and my interest in the specific courses [names of courses] has grown. It has become clear that these subjects suit me the most. During the various projects I worked with [names of relevant clients], among others, and I also did an internship at [company name]; [description company]. In all projects I was very involved in [relevant topics].

[name of study] sets high standards for [relevant subjects], so I always have [relevant work related practice]. The [relevant subjects related to your study] got me used to working on [study-related deliverables], both independently and in a team, and for an (external) client. I have extensive experience with [relevant programs, work structure], which means I have sufficient knowledge of [relevant skills]. In addition to my studies, I had several side jobs as [name side job]. Here I learned to work hard and communicate well with the people I work with.

Doing an internship at [company name] seems great to me because the work on your website all looks fantastic, the cases really appeal to me. I'm sure I can really learn something from you. My experiences, competencies and interests fit in well with the company description of [company]. [relevant topics] have been discussed in [relevant projects]. I also like an ambitious challenge. [specialization name] is of great importance to [relevant sector] and I would like to be part of a team that feels the same way. 

I expect that my competences and experiences will fit in well with the work as a [job title/internship title]. I hope that the profile I outlined matches the intern that you are looking for. Of course I will be happy to explain my motivation and enclosed resume in more detail in person.

I am immediately available and I would preferably start from [start date] for a period of [number] weeks.

Kind regards,
[first name + last name]


Link to resume
Link to LinkedIn
Link to portfolio
